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Application for ESIG Enterprise System Application: North Carolina Land Parcel Enterprise System

A. System
1. Name of System and ESIG Category
North Carolina Parcels, Integrated Cadastral Data Exchange, in the Enterprise Systems Category
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2. Executive Administrator Authorization Letter
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3. Summary of what the system accomplishes and why it is exemplary.
The North Carolina Parcels Enterprise System is a collaborative project that has succeeded in obtaining locally
sourced (county) land parcel datasets from all 100 of North Carolina’s counties and standardized the content
using a web based program that is providing a sustainable, maintained parcel dataset for the entire state. This
dataset is freely available for download and as a statewide web services in multiple formats via the NC OneMap
Geospatial Portal.
The project was an initiative of the NC Geographic Information Coordinating Council, led by the Statewide
Mapping Advisory Committee and its Working Group for Seamless Parcels. Beginning in 2010, the Working
Group, co-chaired by leaders from the Land Records Management Program in the Department of the Secretary
of State and Henderson County Tax Offices, worked with stakeholders from local, state, federal, and regional
governments to define an acceptable data standard that also met the national parcel data format standards as
established by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Cadastral Subcommittee. This standard was then
used as the target template for a web-based program that matches locally defined attributes to the statewide
standard. The web toolset generates standard identifiers such as the FIPS and GNIS codes along with a statewide
unique parcel identifier for each parcel. This is an exemplary program for the following reasons.
 It is designed to be sustainable and repeatable into the future.
 The Program included extensive outreach and buy-in from the local data producers.
 The dataset conforms to national standards and includes metadata.
 Local producers can use the online tools to manage their own crosswalks from county fields as-is to standard
fields, transform local files to standardized versions, control update frequency and contribute their
authoritative data to a complete, consistent, statewide resource.
 The resulting data is freely available for download or as web map services and web feature services.
 This program eliminated at least four duplicative processes where agencies needed to request and integrate
locally sourced data, saving time for the agencies as well as the data providers
Examples from the many uses of this data are as follows.
 The Secretary of State maintains the listings of all annexations including original charters for municipalities.
The standardized parcel data was used to update and improve the quality of the municipal boundary
information, which will greatly enhance the quality and efficiency of redistricting after the 2020 census.
 The NC Emergency Management Division uses an extraterritorial limit, based on the legal municipal limit to
define the floodplain and the authorities for response. The improved municipal boundary data, along with
the standardized parcel data made this processing more consistent and efficient.
 The counties are now able to view and use parcel data contiguous to their boundaries to resolve mapping
and taxation issues as well as to gain an understanding of the land use and ownership patterns along the
county boundaries.
 The NC Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services uses parcel data to manage farm practices and
organic farm locations. Having this data available in a standard format updated on a regular basis eliminated
the department’s duplicative need to request and transfer copies of parcel data from the counties.
 The state and federal forest and fire management programs use parcel data to manage timber stands,
harvest and fuels reduction. Having the multi-county parcel data readily available in a standardized format
increased the efficiency of these programs and yielded more consistent results.
 The Department of Environmental Quality consumes web services from NC Parcels to monitor conservation
easements and research properties in the vicinity of coal ash ponds.
 The Department of Transportation applies standardized parcel data to highway planning and notification of
owners in project areas.
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4. User testimonials
US Forest Service
NC's Parcel Project is an exemplary government system and partner to the wildland fire planning and response
community. The data provided by the project to the Wildland Fire Decision Support System allow ownership and
structure location information to be combined with fire spread and behavior models in rapid fashion. Wildland
fire planners and responders can then quickly assess the threat of wildfires to structures and ownerships, and
coordinate planning efforts to provide the right resources, at the right time, for the right reasons. Having data
available through a project like the NC Parcel Project is crucial in time-constrained situations such as those faced
by emergency managers working on a wildland fire.
The Wildland Fire Decision Support system has over 5000 registered users from a diverse set of federal, state,
and local agencies annually, and is available to assist with management decisions on more than 15,000 wildfires
annually.
Andrew Bailey, Data Manager
Wildland Fire Management Research, Development, and Application Program
US Department of Interior and USDA Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station
NC Department of Environmental Quality
The NC Department of Environmental Quality uses standardized NC Parcels on a daily basis for site assessments.
For example, in response to the potential for poultry disease in North Carolina, the department analyzed where
poultry disposal sites would meet required property line setbacks and lessen needs for staff decontamination.
Fortunately, an outbreak did not occur, but current, complete NC parcel data enabled the staff to work quickly
on the potential problem. Also, other staff used parcel points (centroids) as approximations for well locations
around Duke Energy facilities.
Cam McNutt, Environmental Program Consultant
Water Quality Assessment and Implementation
Division of Water Resources Modeling and Assessment Branch
NC Department of Environmental Quality
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B. Jurisdiction
1. Name of jurisdiction
State of North Carolina

2. Population served by the Organization/agency
The population served by the collaborative NC Parcels system includes state, local, federal, and regional
government agencies involved in land records management and/or business processes that apply property
boundaries and associated tax information, and the citizens and corporate entities that live and/or do business
within North Carolina and derive value from free access to complete, consistent parcel data.

3. Total Annual Budget
The annual total budget for NC Parcels amounts to approximately $76,000 for operation and maintenance of the
online NC Parcel Transformer, technical assistance, data management, and project management. Total cost of
planning, development, and implementation 2012-2014 was approximately $430,000.

4. Name, title, and address of chief elected and/or appointed officials
North Carolina Department of the Secretary of State
The Honorable Elaine F. Marshall, NC Secretary of State
PO Box 29622
Raleigh, NC 27626-0622
North Carolina Geographic Information Coordinating Council, Chair (appointed)
Stan Duncan, Retired, State and Local Government
c/o Tim Johnson, Director, NC Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, Department of Information
Technology
20322 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-0322
Voice (919) 754-6588, Fax (919) 875-3739, tim.johnson@nc.gov

5. Name, title, address, telephone, FAX, and email for contact persons for system
Thomas W. Morgan, PLS
Land Records Manager, Department of the Secretary of State
PO Box 29626, Raleigh, NC 27626
Voice (919) 807-2268, Fax (919) 807-2285, tmorgan@sosnc.gov
Jeffrey P. Brown, GISP
Coordination Program Manager, NC Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, Department of Information
Technology
20322 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, NC 27699-0322
Voice (919) 754-6584, Fax (919) 875-3739, jeff.brown@nc.gov
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C. System Design
1. What motivated the system development?
The vision of the NC Geographic Information Coordinating Council was to create a collaborative solution that
would compile, integrate, and deliver consistent, complete, current parcel data. The principal motivations for
developing the NC Parcels enterprise data system were the following:
a. Compile parcel data managed by 100 counties into a standardized statewide dataset to enable multicounty and even statewide display, mapping and analysis, and to support quick, reliable answers to
questions from the General Assembly and other officials about statewide property information. From
experience, collaborators were motivated to avoid having to scramble to assemble and integrate
statewide information from diverse source files on a one-off basis.
b. Solve the problem of duplicative parcel data collection and processing by state agencies in support of
transportation, agriculture, commerce, emergency management, and environmental quality that
resulted in inefficiencies for state data managers and local government source data managers and
inconsistency across collections.
c. Achieve benefits for both data consumers and data producers. In particular, the project team
emphasized the importance of a quick and easy tool for data producers as well as publicly accessible
data products that save time for data producers in data distribution and inquiries. Further, the resulting
statewide base map supports fair and equitable allocation of public funds and services across the source
jurisdictions.

2. What specific service or services was the system intended to improve?
Prior to the NC Parcels system, parcel data consumers had to contact each county of interest to request and
transfer copies of authoritative parcel datasets with whatever fields each county chose to publish. Most
counties were willing and able to furnish copies and some offered free download. The parcel data published by
counties did not follow a content standard for fields and field names, resulting in literally 100 variations across
the state. The NC Parcels project created an enterprise system that collected and translated the data once,
applied a standard for data content, and made it available free for everyone on NC OneMap.

3. What, if any, unexpected benefits did you achieve?
Beyond benefits to the collaborating state agencies, this dataset quickly became the most accessed vector data
set available on NC OneMap. While built for governmental use, feedback from consumers revealed that the
downloadable parcel data, web map services, and web feature services provide a valuable base map connecting
property ownership to the land for the utility industry, engineers, surveyors, attorneys, foresters, etc. It is one of
the first layers imported for disaster planning and relief. In addition to benefits to consumers, some counties
have reported they plan to update their transformed data in the NC Parcel Transformer more frequently than
twice a year and point all parcel data requests to NC OneMap, spending less time on data transfers and more
time on supporting county business processes.

4. What system design problems were encountered?
The single largest technology hurdle was the lack of an easy to use and easily managed attribute standardization
tool for highly variable source data. This project designed and developed a custom web based open sourced
toolset local government producers could use as a part of their normal course of business to provide the state
with a standardized parcel dataset. The source geometry was to be simply validated and accepted as the best
available representation of property boundaries. The challenge was integrating parcel attribute data from 100
jurisdictions that use 15 different Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) software systems that are not
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standardized. Aggregation without standardization would not have been widely useful. Invoking the state
adopted parcel standard and equipping the local producers with a standardization tool that could be “trained”
to generate a standardized dataset made the difference. This web based NC Parcel Transformer had to perform
complicated processing and yet be easily understood and intuitive so that, logging in twice a year, users could
easily and quickly perform their standardization functions.

5. What differentiates this system from other similar systems?
The NC Parcel Transformer was developed by the Carbon Project, Inc. with project partners Atlas Geographic
Data, Inc. and Fairview Industries, Inc. The cloud-based Transformer is different from other systems for
integrating diverse source files in that the data providers do not install any software locally and do not need to
change source parcel files. The Transformer is accessed through a browser and requires source data in
commonly used shapefile format.
The county data providers incur no expense, the matching of source to target (standard) attribute fields is visual,
not requiring programming. The code is open sourced and the interface is graphic and easy to understand. The
system stores the translation models for reuse, incorporates producer supplied look up tables, and generates a
preview prior to running the entire data set. Metadata is also generated for each update. County data managers
obtain State-managed credentials (NCID) for authentication and permission to edit translation models if needed
and generate an updated transformation of source data. The home page of the Transformer is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1. NC Parcel Transformer Interface (https://nc.carboncloud.net) for county and state data managers to transform
source parcel data to a new standardized resource.

The user interface includes management of translation models (Figure 2). Most of the “transforms” are as
simple as linking a source field to a target (standard) field as shown in Figure 3. However, a set of tools enables
the user to construct a complex equation to produce the desired content. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the
presence of a structure on a property (yes, no, or unknown) may be determined by applying if/then statements
to a source that indicates the property is improved or vacant. The output consists of generated “jobs” stored as
zip files containing the original shapefile, the transformed polygon shapefile (boundaries), the transformed point
file (a point generated within each property polygon), and metadata. See Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 2. NC Parcel Transformer, example of the interface for managing translations from source fields to standard fields.

Figure 3. NC Parcel Transformer, example of linking a source field (left) to a standard field (right) for property
improvement value.
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Figure 4. NC Parcel Transformer, example of using if/then statements and constants to derive a target value from a
source value.

Figure 5. NC Parcel Transformer, example of jobs generated by the transformation of source parcel data, published to the
Web Feature Service.
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Figure 6. NC Parcel Transformer, example of files contained in a job package.

A unique part of the NC Parcels system is the process for making standardized parcels available to a wide
audience via the NC OneMap Geospatial Portal. The NC Parcel Transformer outputs a Web Feature Service (WFS)
designed as an open data source consistent with requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency’s
Exchange Network (funding partner) and compliant with Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards. The NC
OneMap team developed routines that automate the task of updating parcels in the Geospatial Portal. Updated
parcels are identified using the WFS. Once identified, these parcels are then accessed and used to update the NC
OneMap Database, as well as the parcel datasets (by county) that are available for download. Finally, the
updates are also automatically reflected in the web services via the database update. The web services are
available in multiple formats: Esri map and feature services along with the OGC WMS and WFS specifications.
REST services are also registered with ArcGIS Online for consumption in that platform. This process by NC
OneMap enables data consumers to discover and gain access to standardized statewide parcels in the same web
location they use for statewide imagery, roads, address points, hydrography and other geospatial framework
datasets, and to use the data in a variety of GIS and computer aided design software packages. The Geospatial
Portal interface and search results are shown in Figure 7. The available services are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. NC OneMap Geospatial Portal, example of a search for “parcels standard” and results—web map service, web
feature service, downloadable datasets.

Figure 8. NC OneMap example of services page for web map services and related formats.
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D. Implementation
1. What phases did you go through in developing the system?
This project used a consistent standard project development and project portfolio management process with
oversight by the Department of Information Technology. The approach was to develop full functionality for one
quarter of the statewide content, involving 25 collaborating counties, then expand to statewide content. The
Working Group for Seamless Parcels and project partners defined and described an initial conceptual design for
a grant proposal. With project management assistance from the NC Center for Geographic Information and
Analysis (CGIA), the project team updated the grant proposal in 2012, received the grant award from the US EPA
Exchange Network, and carried out a five-phase project process: initiation, planning, execution and build,
implementation (2014), and operation and maintenance during which expansion of the content to 100 counties
was completed (2015). Operation and maintenance is now supported by cost-share from NC Department of
Transportation, NC Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services, and CGIA.

2. Were there any modifications to the original system design? Why? What?
Yes, during the execution and build phase, the prototype transformer interface was revised to make the
translation tools easier to apply and the workflow more apparent. The modified interface used HTML4 for a
more attractive look and feel to meet recommendations on functionality from the Working Group for Seamless
Parcels. Also, based on testing of the revised interface and output from the Transformer, the Working Group
recommended additional minor modifications. Translation tools were added (one to multiply a source field by a
factor, for example, to convert square feet to acres, and one to extract delimited text within a text field); the
standard schema field names were trimmed to 11 characters to be consistent with shapefile field length limits;
and a field was added for SALEDATE in date format (in addition to a text field) for querying purposes. Also, the
grant project partner, Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, GIS Unit, realized and recommended that an additional
output stream specific to parcels managed by the GIS Unit was not required. Lands managed by the Unit were
integrated into the statewide dataset and the WFS from the Carbon Cloud and resources from NC OneMap and
met the Unit’s needs as producer and consumer of standardized parcel data. The NC OneMap routine described
above for copying output from the Carbon Cloud and generating additional web services was the most beneficial
expansion to the original system design.

E. Organizational Impact
1. What user community does the system serve and how?
The NC Parcels system serves state, local, federal, and regional government GIS professionals as well as private
organizations and citizens with geographic information data viewing capability by providing web services and
downloadable data in shapefile format. Both data producers and data consumers are taking advantage of the
statewide standardized parcel data. NC OneMap also developed a simple map viewer for consumers who lack
viewing software but benefit from parcel web services displayed over base maps (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. NC OneMap web application displaying standardize parcels over orthoimagery.

2. What are the ultimate decisions/operations/services being affected? If appropriate, provide a
few examples including, but not limited to: screen input/output forms, paper products, or other
descriptive graphics.
NC Parcels system informs a wide range of government operations and business processes including:
 planning highway corridors and notifying affected land owners
 identifying parcels in farming or forestry in the vicinity of military installations that may be suitable for
conservation to sustain military training operations
 monitoring ownership of land in conservation easement
 managing state owned property and evaluating its potential value based on private property in the area
NC Parcels system informs private business processes including:
 planning power line locations and notifying land owners
 managing railroad rights-of-way in the context of land ownership
 selecting suitable properties that meet economic development criteria in multi-county areas of interest
 “know before you go” quick desktop assessment of property values and parcels with structures before going
in the field for emergency events such as forest fires

3. What were the quantitative and qualitative impacts of the system?
The quantitative impacts of the system include time savings by local and state data managers that save money
and enable data managers to do more to support their respective business processes. NC Department of
Transportation was willing to contribute $40,000 in cost share to be able to stop collecting and integrating
parcel data on its own, as one of at least five departments that are doing likewise. Consumers from private
organizations are saving time where multi-county standardized data meet needs for viewing and analysis.
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4. What effect has the system had on productivity?
Both data producers in counties that refer their own public information requests to NC OneMap and data
consumers who discover and gain access to statewide parcels are able to spend less time on data management
and more time on analysis, mapping, and reporting.

5. What, if any, other impacts has the system had?
The system has informed county data producers about what parcel attributes are most useful to data
consumers. For example, after using the NC Parcel Transformer and learning about standard fields in the tool,
Henderson County now exports more fields from its tax database to join to parcel boundaries to populate more
standard fields. As producers more consistently populate standard fields needed by consumers, less time is
spent making additional requests and transfers.
Also, the NC Parcel Transformer produces valid metadata with field definitions for all standard fields, saving time
for data consumers in interpreting parcel data and constructing queries.

6. How did the system change the way business is conducted with and/or service delivered to
clients?
Parcel data consumers formerly had to visit a county website and/or make a request to a county data manager
for a copy of parcels, county by county. For multi-county mapping and analysis, consumers had to do their own
data integration as well as interpretation of field headings that varied by county and were seldom documented
with metadata. A comment by a member of the NC Geographic Information Coordinating Council emphasized
the value of complete parcel data consumable as web services:
“Having standardized parcels available from NC OneMap as a web service is priceless. I wish that the other
five states in Duke Energy’s service territory could develop something close to what NC has accomplished
with parcels and NC OneMap.” - Ron York, Principal Consultant - GIS Strategies for Duke Energy

F. System Resources
1. What are the system’s primary hardware components? Give a brief list or description of the
hardware configuration supporting the system.
The Technical Architecture System Design for NC Parcels (the Integrated Cadastral Data Exchange in the grant
project documentation) is illustrated in Figure 10. The cloud-based solution includes web services, security
services, transformer services, a database server, data storage, and load balanced web servers for flexibility and
performance. Consumers include the NC OneMap where the Web Feature Service from the Carbon Cloud is a
source for updating the NC OneMap database. The NC OneMap environment is hosted by the NC Department of
Information Technology.
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Figure 10 - Integrated Cadastral Data Exchange Physical Design Approach

2. What are the system’s primary software components? Describe the primary software and, if a
commercial package, any customizations required for the system.
The NC Parcel Transformer has a custom web interface and custom data management tools by the Carbon
Project, Inc. to create translation models and to import and export geospatial data in shapefile format. For
discovery and access to downloadable data and web services, NC OneMap utilizes open source geoportal
software, ArcGIS Server, and ArcSDE with SQL Server.

3. What data does the system work with? List and briefly describe the database(s).
Geospatial data are imported and exported in shapefile format. The NC Parcel Transformer also accommodates
look up tables for county identifiers and items such as parcel land use codes. NC OneMap works with a
geodatabase and exports data in shapefile format and generates web services.

4. What staff resources were required to implement the system? (i.e., report approximate staff
and consultant time as FTE’s)
Implementation required state government staff time on the order 1 FTE spread over two years in addition to
$334,000 expended on the vendor team prior to operation and maintenance. This collaborative project
benefited from persistent, committed in-kind services by the Working Group for Seamless Parcels over four
years from conception to implementation.
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5. Comment on anything unusual about the resources used to develop your system, such as data,
software, personnel and financing.
The financing of the project was unusual in its evolution from a pilot to a full-fledged system. What was
conceived as a grant-funded pilot project to benefit the EPA Exchange Network and prove a concept in NC
became an enterprise system. At the advice of the NC Enterprise Project Management Office in the Department
of Information Technology, the project team moved beyond the pilot concept and crafted plans and designs to
achieve a fully-populated, statewide, sustainable solution. Success with the initial 25 counties verified the
practicality of expanding the content to all 100 counties. With benefits apparent early in the implementation
phase, CGIA agreed to administer the NC Parcel Transformer and manage the program on behalf of the
Coordinating Council and the Working Group for Seamless Parcels, and two parcel data consuming state
agencies agreed to share costs of operation and maintenance.
The breadth of personnel in this collaborative project was unusual but consistent with the Geographic
Information Coordinating Council’s goal of engaging the GIS community to realize mutual benefits. In addition to
the expertise of grant-funded contractor team and the oversight of the Council and its committees, the NC
Parcels system was developed, implemented, is being maintained through the in-kind efforts of personnel from
the following organizations:
Department of the Secretary of State, Land Records Management Program
Department of Transportation, GIS Unit
Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services, Emergency Programs
Department of Public Safety, Floodplain Mapping Program
Department of Health and Human Services, State Center for Health Statistics
Department of Information Technology, Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
Department of Information Technology, Enterprise Project Management Office
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, GIS Unit
US Forest Service
US Census Bureau
Currituck, Henderson, Jackson, Orange, Pitt, and Wake Counties, and Elizabeth City
Eastern Carolina Council
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